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WARM WELCOME

4TH GLOBAL PHARMA R&D AI, DATA SCIENCE AND INFORMATICS SUMMIT: EUROPE 2020

Global Engage is pleased to welcome you to the 4th Global Pharma R&D AI, Data Science and 
Informatics Summit, which is being held virtually on November 16-17. The event is being co-
located with the 5th Medicinal Chemistry & Protein Degradation Summit and the Cannabinoid 
Drug Discovery Symposium and as an attendee you have an all access pass across all events.

With a mixture of individual presentations, roundtable sessions and expert-led panel discussions, we hope that this 
meeting will be both informative and enjoyable for those seeking to learn more about the future of AI and Informatics 
in pharmaceutical R&D. Alongside this diverse two day program are the various networking and knowledge sharing 
opportunities that we have made available, fully utilizing our virtual platform providers features.

• Virtual Booths. View the latest technologies and services available and have one to one or group video 
conversations in order to discuss your work, challenges and requirements

• Speed Networking. During the networking sessions, the AI-enabled technology will connect you with other 
attendees. Like a live event, you will meet new people and establish new relationships

• Live Q&A. Have your questions ready to put to the speakers at the end of their talks.
• Roundtables. Smaller groups can get together in dedicated breakout areas for these interactive sessions.
• Poster Presentations. View the scientific posters and interact with the authors
• Chat Rooms & Private messaging. Public and Private rooms will help you start those all-important side-

conversations that are the hallmark of any good meeting. You can also create your own chat room to have 
conversations with up to 20 people.

• Delegate Profile. Make yourself visible to other attendees, speakers and sponsors so that you can video/ text 
chat with them.

• Connect. Use the connect button to build connections that will last long after the meeting.

Delegates are encouraged to move between these different meetings, as the overarching themes of collaboration 
and innovation run throughout, and ask questions at the end of each talk. We hope that over the next two days you 
learn something new, meet new contacts and further your plans for future research, whatever they may be. If you 
have any questions or need any information, please feel free to approach sponsors, speakers, other delegates and of 
course, the conference organisers, who will be happy to help using the chat functions available. 

Kind regards,

Steve Hambrook
Conference Director

Khamini Chelveraj
Conference Producer



EVENT SPONSORS

4TH GLOBAL PHARMA R&D AI, DATA SCIENCE AND INFORMATICS SUMMIT: EUROPE 2020

DASSAULT SYSTÈMES BIOVIA
Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE 
Company, provides business and 
people with virtual universes to imagine 
sustainable innovations. Its world-
leading solutions transform the way 
products are designed, produced, 
and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ 
collaborative solutions foster social 
innovation, expanding possibilities for the 
virtual world to improve the real world. 
The group brings value to over 250, 000 
customers of all sizes, in all industries, in 
more than 140 countries.
www.3ds.com

Diamond Sponsor

MCULE
Mcule operates chemical marketplaces 
for drug discovery where you can order 
more than 170 million small-molecule 
samples from a high-quality database and 
request custom synthesis. You can utilize 
our aggregated supplier catalogs (Mcule 
database), 100M+ novel, synthetically 
accessible molecules (ULTIMATE 
database), rapid custom synthesis offers 
via our reverse auction site (SynthAgora), 
and the synergies between these three 
chemical marketplaces in your projects. 
Mcule’s services combine cheminformatic 
capabilities with our automated compound 
management laboratory to ensure that you 
quickly receive the right compounds in the 
requested assay-ready format.
https://mcule.com

CAS
CAS is a specialist in scientific 
information solutions. We curate, 
connect, and analyze scientific 
information revealing unique insights 
that accelerate breakthroughs. Leading 
commercial, government and academic 
institutions worldwide rely on CAS to turn 
scientific information into competitive 
advantages through:
• Unparalled Scientific Content
• Specialised Technology
• Unmatched Human Expertise
www.cas.org

Platinum Sponsors

EUROFINS DISCOVERY
Eurofins Discovery supports drug 
discovery through the combined 
expertise of Cerep, DiscoverX, Panlabs, 
Villapharma, and Selcia Drug Discovery. 
We offer a broad portfolio including 
medicinal and synthetic chemistry, 
in vitro pharmacology products and 
services, cell-based phenotypic assays, 
ADME-Tox, in vivo drug safety and 
efficacy, custom proteins, and assay 
development services.
www.eurofinsdiscoveryservices.com

Gold Sponsor

SELVITA
Selvita is an integrated service company 
providing multidisciplinary support 
in resolving the unique challenges of 
research within area of drug discovery, 
regulatory studies, as well as research and 
development. The company was established 
in 2007 and currently employs over 500 
professionals. Selvita is headquartered in 
Krakow, Poland, with a second research site 
in Poznan, Poland and foreign offices located 
in Cambridge, MA and San Francisco Bay 
Area, in the U.S., as well as in Cambridge, UK.
https://selvita.com

WUXI APPTEC
• WuXi AppTec is a leading 

pharmaceutical and medical device 
open-access capability and technology 
platform company. As an innovation-
driven and customer-focused 
organisation, WuXi AppTec provides 
a broad and integrated portfolio of 
services to help our partners shorten 
the discovery and development time 
through cost-effective and efficient 
solutions.

www.wuxiapptec.com

Bronze Sponsors

SCHRODINGER
Schrödinger is a leading provider of 
advanced molecular simulations and 
enterprise software solutions that 
accelerate and increase the efficiency 
of drug discovery and materials design. 
Founded in 1990, Schrödinger hasnearly 
400 employees and operations across 
the world.
www.schrodinger.com

Content Sponsors

CHEMPASS
ChemPass develops and utilizes software 
and technology for the pharmaceutical 
industry including a rule-based AI 
technology for multi-step in silico forward-
synthesis that can be utilized for the 
design of novel synthetically feasible 
scaffolds and, lead analogs, or for various 
other general or targeted design tasks. 
The user friendly SynSpace software (and 
API) has been available for medicinal and 
computational chemists, while ChemPass 
provides lead optimization service using its 
automated design and ranking platform.
www.chempassltd.com

APTAR CSP TECHNOLOGIES
Aptar CSP Technologies is specialized in 
Active Packaging to protect sensitive drugs 
and food supplements from moisture and 
oxygen. We offer a large variety of flip-top 
vials, screw-top bottles and pill dispensers 
incorporating Activ-PolymerTM desiccant in 
the container itself. We can integrate Activ-
PolymerTM in Blisters and Pouches in order 
to control relative humidity and residual 
oxygen to the optimal level for a better 
storage and longer shelf life of Microbiotic 
Medicinal Products for all ICH zones.
www.csptechnologies.com

Supporter



BIOVIA Generative Therapeutics Design helps accelerate drug discovery with AI-driven 
virtual lead optimization, integrating virtual design with real experimentation, 
aggregating organizational knowledge and simplifying Research Informatics.

BIOVIA provides solutions to:

• Accelerate lead candidate development by improving molecular quality, reducing experimentation 
costs and shortening discovery timelines

• Achieve optimal results by combining the knowledge and intuition of medicinal and synthetic 
che-mists with the power of generative and predictive AI algorithms

• Generate new ideas about what to synthesize next by strategically exploring chemical space

Customer Value:

• Reduce number of lead optimization projects by 22%-28%

• Reduce number of compounds to synthesize by 30%-50%

• Reduce cost per project by 16%-24%

To learn more visit:
3ds.com/biovia/gtd
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
NOOR SHAKER
Founder & CEO, GlamorousAI
Machine Learning Models for Drug Design: Opportunities and Challenges
•   Why we need AI for drug discovery

• Recent advances in the use of AI for drug design and optimisation
• Opportunities for future improvements and applications 
• A use case on a challenging target

CONGRESS SCHEDULE DAY 1 MONDAY 16TH NOVEMBER 2020

08:50-09:00

4TH GLOBAL PHARMA R&D AI, DATA SCIENCE AND INFORMATICS SUMMIT: EUROPE 2020

Global Engage Welcome Address and Morning Chair’s Opening Remarks

09:00-09:40

KEYNOTE ADDRESS:
ANGELA DOUGLAS
Deputy Chief Scientific Officer, Office of the Chief Scientific Officer, NHS England
SARS-COV-2 the importance of data in Real World Testing
Tests differ in their performance characteristics and must be chosen with the intended use in mind, whether for epidemiology, diagnostic use or for screening. A test, even with very high specificity, may still have poor positive 

predictive value in a low-risk population, with detrimental consequences for people testing falsely positive. Across the UK, data collection systems have been introduced at pace to link laboratories to central data collection systems. Data concerning 
viral detection and antibody testing has been collected linked with other clinical information to inform whole population testing. The talk will describe how we have used this data to plan testing in times of high and low positive prevalence. The 
importance of understanding limits of detection, sensitivity and specificity of assays and the confidence behind the predictive testing deployed. 

09:40-10:20
10:20-10:50

10:50-11:50 Morning Refreshments / Poster Presentations / Exhibition Time

Harnessing AI, ML and Data Science for Real-World EvidenceClinical Informatics and Knowledge DiscoveryAI for Medicinal Chemistry, Lead Optimization & Toxicology Data Curation, Integration & Management

OLA ENGKVIST
Associate Director and Team Leader, 
AstraZeneca 
Applications of AI in Drug Design
An introduction to applying AI in drug 

design will be given. Novel ML/AI technologies will be 
discussed and how they can be used in drug design. 
Deep learning based molecular de novo design will 
be discussed in depth and how they can be utilized 
in drug design in a pharmaceutical company. Finally, 
current challenges of applying AI in drug design will be 
discussed and a future outlook given.

11:50-12:20

11:50-12:20

11:50-12:20

11:50-12:20

SCOTT KAHN
Chief Information and Privacy Officer, 
Luna PBC
Clinical Trials Re-imagined: Person-
centric, Real World Data, and Post 
Trial Engagement

Re-imagining clinical trials to make them person-
centric through the return of data, and in a manner that 
provides for longitudinal engagement with (anonymous) 
study participants post trial completion, offers many 
opportunities to capture Real World Data and Patient 
Reported Outcomes remotely. Such information can 
be used to refine understanding of desired patient 
outcomes, and the return of data to participants 
provides engagement that also casts a positive light on 
the pharma industry. This presentation will highlight a 
case study in rare disease therapy development.

NAMSHIK HAN
Head, Computational Biology, 
Milner Therapeutics Institute, 
University of Cambridge
Data-driven computational analysis 

and simulation identified drug repurposing 
opportunities for COVID-19
We present a timely research of general interest, which 
uses Computational Biology, Network-based algorithms 
and Artificial Neural Network to predict the repositioning 
of 200 already approved drugs against SARS-CoV-2. 
We are confident our approach has identified potential 
targets, since 20% of these drugs are currently in 
COVID-19 clinical trials. We present the mechanism of 
action of the 200 drugs and demonstrate the efficacy 
of two of these (Proguanil and Sulfasalazine) in cellular 
assays. This huge dataset of SARS-CoV-2 induced 
pathways, already approved drugs to target them, along 
with their mechanism of action, defines a resource 
for repurposing of drugs against COVID-19, either in 
monotherapies or in combination therapy. 

30 MINUTE SOLUTION PROVIDER PRESENTATION
GREG PRIKLER
Director, BD and Solutions Engineering, Mcule
State-of-the-art in Small Molecular Compound Selection - All Solutions at One Place
Selecting the right molecules for testing is a multi-objective optimization problem where you need to take into account existing in-house libraries, commercially available in-stock and virtual compounds as well as custom synthesis 

options. In this talk, I will discuss how Mcule can help in such processes by using our curated supplier catalogs (Mcule database), 100M+ synthetically accessible molecules (ULTIMATE database), rapid custom synthesis offers via our reverse 
auction site (Synthagora), and the synergies between these three chemical marketplaces. Our ULTIMATE database solution is based on an artificial chemist algorithm (ARCHIE), that combines knowledge-based synthetic chemistry rules with 
generative AI models, and on our services that fuse cheminformatic capabilities with our automated compound management laboratory to ensure that you quickly receive the right compounds in the requested assay-ready format.

PRADI - DRUG DISCOVERY & PRECLINICAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT PRADI - BIOMARKERS & CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT 

CHUANG KEE ONG
Principal Bioinformatics Scientist, 
Associate Director, Centre for 
Genomics Research, AstraZeneca
AstraZeneca's 2 Million Genomes 

Initiative and the relevance of FAIR Data Principles 
in Pharmaceutical R&D
AstraZeneca is embarking on major journey, Science 
Data Foundation. Vision of which is a transparent, 
robust architecture that seamlessly manages data 
from capture to consumption in a consistent manner. 
A key guiding principle for Science Data Foundation 
is to ensure the data within it is FAIR and this requires 
master data entity management; high quality and well 
managed metadata; and consistent reference data 
and standard ontologies. This will eventually deliver 
re-usable data models and data design to facilitate 
reuse and maximise the value of data as an asset. I 
will discuss how Information Architecture is central 
piece to the success of the project and beyond.
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12:50-13:50 Lunch

ELENI KOTSAMPASAKOU
Computational Toxicology, 
Cheminformatics, GSK
Modelling Off-Target Pharmacology 
to Reduce Toxicity 

Off-target pharmacology is one of the most common 
causes of a drug’s adverse events. To assess and 
mitigate off-target pharmacology at the discovery 
stage, a series of in vitro assays for targets associated 
with off-target pharmacology are run internally in 
GSK. To reduce in vitro screening and prioritise 
compounds for synthesis, a series of more than 70 in 
silico classification models has been developed based 
on all available internal and public data.

13:50-14:20

ALEX ARONOV
Senior Director and Head of Data 
Science, Vertex Pharmaceuticals Inc. 
Building an Enterprise-Wide Data 
Science Team

We have stood up a centralized enterprise-wide 
data science team at Vertex. The team is tasked with 
turning data from operational exhaust to become a 
strategic asset for the company. We will discuss the 
vision for the team, its operating model and focus, 
and provide several examples of data science-driven 
impact across the business, with particular emphasis 
on research driven applications.

13:50-14:20

13:50-14:20

13:50-14:20

PAUL AGAPOW
Director, Health Informatics, 
AstraZeneca
Will Real World Data Save US? 
Machine Learning Over Complex Data

Real World Data is a trending topic in pharma, due 
to its depiction of real patients with information that 
could not otherwise be accessed easily or cheaply. 
However, the complex and messy nature of these 
datasets means they can defy ready analysis with 
traditional methodology which is better fitted for 
clean and structured data. Here I cover advances 
that allow complex and irregular data to be tamed 
and analysed for improving drug development.

CONGRESS SCHEDULE DAY 1 MONDAY 16TH NOVEMBER 2020

ALPHA LEE
Winton Advanced Fellow, Group Leader 
and Principal Investigator, Department 
of Physics, University of Cambridge
Closing the Design-Make-Test Cycle 
in Machine Learning for Drug Design 

Most AI approaches for drug discovery make 
the statistical assumption that data is abundant 
compared to the complexity of the problem, and 
seldom take synthetic feasibility into account 
when generating suggestions. However, medicinal 
chemistry campaigns often confront the challenge 
of low data and synthetic resources being a limiting 
factor. I will discuss a machine learning approach 
which close the design-make-test cycle: making 
inference on “small and noisy” data, and delivering 
suggestions with synthetic route and complexity in 
mind. I will illustrate this approach with published 
prospective validations as well as live results from 
the COVID Moonshot initiative, an open source 
drug discovery effort against the main protease of 
SARS-CoV-2. 

12:20-12:50

12:20-12:50

12:20-12:50

12:20-12:50

ASIF JAN
Group Director, Personalized 
Healthcare (PHC) Data Science, 
Neuroscience Analytics, Roche 
Data Science for Enabling 
Personalized Healthcare

Advances in AI/ML are seen critical to advance our 
understanding of the disease and to bring better and 
more efficacious treatments to patients. As part of the 
drug development life-cycle vast amounts of clinical 
trials data are collected in order to identify targets of 
interest, discover biomarkers to stratify patients who 
could benefit from the drug, and to study the safety 
and benefit profile of the drug. Furthermore, after 
the drug is brought to the market its use in broader 
population is collected in a wide range of real-world 
data sources including, but not limited to, electronic 
medical records, disease registries, health insurance 
claims, and digital devices. In this presentation, I will 
share with you those data science tools, technologies 
and methods leveraging these rich datasets are 
enabling personalized care for patients.

ALEXANDER JARASCH
Head, Computational Biology, 
Milner Therapeutics Institute, 
University of Cambridge
Meta Data Curation and Integration

Collecting and searching metadata plays a 
major role in the interoperability and reusability 
of healthcare data. At the German Center for 
Diabetes Research we collect (meta)data from 
basic research as well as from clinical studies 
which are used together to improve individualized 
prevention and therapy of diabetes. Our research 
data comes from different disciplines and species 
and is stored in a federated way at our sites. We 
show here a new approach using graph technology, 
which interconnects the heterogeneous data across 
disciplines, locations and species and expands 
it with public knowledge. We will show three use 
cases from diabetes research and give an outlook 
how this information can be used in combination 
with public knowledge.

GREGORY KOYTIGER
Vice President, Head, AI, Cascade.Bio 
Learning Entities and Relationships 
Through Distant and Self Supervision
Supervised machine learning typically 

relies on human curated datasets that are often 
difficult to collect and small in scale. I will discuss 
how to use distant supervision to programatically 
create datasets orders of magnitude larger than 
public benchmarks and how to use self supervision 
to learn from them. We apply these methods to 
create a single natural language processing model 
that learns biomedical concepts, relationships and 
performs question-answering using the entirety of the 
biomedical literature

RANGAPRASAD SARANGARAJAN
Senior Vice President and Chief 
Scientific Officer, Berg 
AI for Threading Causative Biology of 
Disease to Genetic Stratification for 

Clinical Development – Impact on Time (& Cost) 

14:20-14:50

TON VAN DAELEN
Portfolio Lead, Scientific Informatics, Dassault Systèmes BIOVIA
SCOTT BEMBENEK
Founder, CEO, CSO, Denovicon Therapeutics
Combining Machine Learning and Molecular Modeling for Enhanced Active Learning in Small-Molecule Drug Design

Small-molecule drug discovery typically takes around five years and, at the design stage, can require the synthesis and testing of over 5,000 compounds. We will discuss an approach that combines AI, machine learning, and molecular 
modeling to design, test, and optimize lead molecules rapidly in silico and to identify what compounds to synthesize and test next in an ‘active learning’ process. The Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform offers tight integration 
between the virtual and real cycles (V+R). This shortens timelines by reducing turnaround time for laboratory synthesis and screening, while also reducing the number of V+R cycles. Molecular modeling methods can enhance the accuracy of 
predictions for drug potency, efficacy and selectivity, while also addressing multi-target effects. AI and machine learning approaches can help identify the best synthesis routes (taking into consideration chemical and reagent availability from 
commercial vendors, published synthetic routes, and the best contract research organizations (CROs) to hire), and improve ADME/TOX and other property predictions. Together, they offer strategies that can help teams improve success rates 
in clinic and bring therapeutics to market faster.

14:50-15:20 Afternoon Refreshments / Poster Presentations / Exhibition Time
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15:20-15:50

SPEED NETWORKING SESSION
Please join us in the ‘networking area’ for this interactive session. Networking and collaboration is vital in the industry, therefore we have designed this session for you to meet other attendees for a series of 3 
minute speed networking video calls. If there is mutual interest – exchange virtual business cards, and arrange a more formal meeting after the session.

MARTIN-IMMANUEL BITTNER
CEO, Arctoris Ltd
Automating Biomedical Data Generation and Metadata Capture for AI-Driven Drug Discovery
The use of AI is transforming drug discovery; having access to large amounts of structured, annotated, machine-learnable data is key. The talk will cover how recent advances in laboratory automation, 
robotics, and data management enable the generation of biomedical data at scale while providing full metadata capture. Attendees will gain actionable insights on how to integrate automated drug discovery 

data on demand with their internal AI/ ML pipelines, leading to the emergence of a new model of data-driven research. The talk will present successful case studies, showing how leading AI drug discovery firms benefit from a fully automated 
research platform, delegating experiment execution to advanced robotics, allowing for projects to move to the next stage faster and more efficiently, while at the same time providing unprecedented levels of transparency and control. 

15:50-16:05

RICHARD LONSDALE
Computational Chemist, GSK
Active Learning and Free Energy 
Perturbation Methods Applied to 
Drug Discovery Projects
During this presentation I will 

discuss applications of our in-house automated 
design platform (BRADSHAW); use of active 
learning to select compounds obtained from 
molecule generation methods; integration of free 
energy perturbation into the BRADSHAW process; 
combining simulation with active learning.

16:05-16:35

HARSHA GURULINGAPPA
Text Analytics Lead, IT Advanced 
Analytics, Merck KGaA
Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
and its Applications in Healthcare 
Industry

In the healthcare domain, the product life cycle from 
the early discovery of medicinal products to post-
market analysis generates enormous volumes of 
unstructured text data. The ability to extract valuable 
information and generate actionable insights from 
these text data sources is a challenging yet most 
important journey for any organization. Therefore, this 
presentation will provide an overview of the use cases 
and value of NLP in the healthcare sector.

16:05-16:35

16:05-16:35

16:05-16:35
IBRAHIM EMAM
Biomedical Data Scientist, Data Science 
Institute, Imperial College London
FAIR-Data Life Cycle Management
Biomedical researchers are facing data 

management challenges brought by a new generation 
of data driven by the advent of translational medicine 
research and the recent calls for data re-use and long 
term stewardship spearheaded by the FAIR principles 
initiative. However, current methods and practices in 
biomedical informatics remain to adopt a traditional 
linear view of the informatics process (collect, store 
and analyse); focusing primarily on the challenges in 
data integration and analysis, which are challenges 
only pertaining to a part of the overall life cycle of 
research data. In this talk, I will present a life cycle 
approach to FAIR data management that integrates 
research data management into the operational 
activities of biomedical research projects providing a 
practical approach to deliver FAIR data by design.

Clinical Data Integration & ManagementAI for Patient Recruitment, Trial Design, 
& Patient Monitoring

AI for Medicinal Chemistry, Lead Optimization, 
ADME, and Toxicology

Advances in Knowledge Discovery, Natural Language 
Processing, Information & Knowledge Visualization

VLADIMIR ANISIMOV
Principal Data Scientist, Amgen UK
Advances in Data-Driven Forecasting 
& Monitoring Patient Recruitment 
and Trial Operational Design

During this presentation I will discuss analytic 
modelling patient recruitment under different 
restrictions; optimal sites/countries selection 
and cost-efficient trial operational design; data-
driven re-projection and optimal adjustment of 
recruitment; advances in risk-based monitoring 
and forecasting trial performance on different 
levels; and advanced technologies for forecasting 
trial operational processes.

CHAEMIN LIM
CSO, A2A Pharmaceuticals
AI-enabled Drug Design and 
Optimization Platform - SCULPTTM 
for Difficult to Drug Targets

New machine learning/deep learning algorithms 
and tools have been used in multiple stages of drug 
discovery, but challenges still exist in application of 
those tools for hard to drug targets if there are limited 
information available. In this presentation, I will share 
use cases of our internal AI-enabled drug design 
and optimization platform SCULPTTM (Systematic 
Combinatorial Unification of fragments into Libraries 
against a Pharmacological Target) and cover recent 
success stories of A2A’s novel approach.

16:35-17:05

CHATHURI DALUWATTE
Principal Data Scientist, 
Advanced Analytics, Sanofi 
Graph-Based Natural Language 
Processing for Pharmacovigilance

During this presentation I will discuss NLP use cases 
from Pharmacovigilance; NLP architectures for 
pharmacovigilance use cases; and vocabularies to 
support graph-based NLP for pharmacovigilance.

16:35-17:05

16:35-17:05

16:35-17:05

SHYAMA SAHA
Senior Machine Learning Scientist, 
European Bioinformatics Institute 
(EMBL-EBI)
Extracting Target-Disease 
Associations from Large Biomedical 
Articles Using a Hybrid Approach

Drug discovery is an expensive and lengthy 
process requiring experts with years of experience. 
Present knowledge can help design the future 
drug-development pipelines, minimise human 
efforts, and accelerate the process. Existing 
biomedical articles are a great source of knowledge 
accumulated over the years. This vast amount 
of knowledge can only benefit current drug-
discovery efforts when collected and presented 
in a customized, concise manner for researchers. 

STEVEN CROSSAN
Vice President, Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning, GSK
Practical AI for Drug Discovery - 
How to Make it Successful in the 
Real World

Many Pharma and Biotech companies are looking 
to Artificial Intelligence to shorten long R&D cycles. 
Often this is done by sprinkling Data Scientists and 
AI Researchers across Research Units. However 
real world experience shows that impactful AI is 
dominated by Product and Engineering work. We 
will give concrete examples from projects at GSK, 
DeepMind and Google, and give a view on best 
practice. The primary importance of continuous 
investment in data infrastructure, engineering culture, 
and product management will be emphasised.
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BRANDON ALLGOOD
SVP of Data Science & AI, Valo Health
Lessons Learned From 20 Years of 
ML Model Management
Now that FAIR data has been tackled 

and everyone is jumping in to the ML pool the next 
hurdle is about to hit us: how to properly manage 
a model zoo to ensure accurate and proper use of 
models. The proper and accurate use of models will at a 
minimum instill confidence and ensure further adoption 
and at a maximum will avoid critical errors such as those 
seen in recent high profile events at companies like 
Google and Microsoft. In this talk, I will discuss lessons 
learned from managing ML models for 20 years with 
examples in the computation chemistry space.

17:05-17:35

ALEXANDER JARASCH
Head, Data and Knowledge 
Management, German Center 
for Diabetes Research
Natural Language Processing to 

Support Covid-19 Research
A substantial amount of the health data collected 
today is text. This type of data gives scientists a 
lot of freedom, e.g. in the way of expression or the 
length of the text. Unfortunately, texts are highly 
unstructured, information can be expressed in very 
different ways even in the same language, and texts 
often reflect a sentiment. For data processing and 
data analysis this is a great challenge. Using Natural 
language processing (NLP) we collect scientific 
texts and patents, structure them and connect them 
via a graph database. Here we extract knowledge 
and connect it with molecular entities, tissues, 
terminology, and clinical studies. In the Covid Graph 
project, we initially collected scientific texts for 
Covid-19, which has now been extended beyond 
Covid-19 for over 30 million articles on all disease 
areas and patents. We show application examples 
from basic researchers, patent attorneys and 
scientists from the healthcare industry.

17:05-17:35

17:05-17:35

17:05-17:35

AJAY SHAH
Executive Director and Head, IT, 
Bristol Myers Squibb 
A FAIR Data Platform to enable 
Data Science in Pharma R&D 

Sage is a FAIR data platform to enable innovation 
with data. It incorporates a data lake with 
exploratory data, clinical trials data, real-world 
datasets, and conformed clinical datasets, data is 
conformed to standards and semantically linked. 
Data from conformed The platform supports 
reproducible data framework and biomarker 
analysis tools.No Track Talk

17:35 End of Day 1

Continued

16:35-17:05

16:35-17:05

16:35-17:05

16:35-17:05

In the past few years, several ML methods have 
shown promising results in extracting biomedical 
entities, their relationships, interactions with each 
other, and deriving novel facts using existing 
knowledge. We have developed a hybrid method 
combining traditional dictionary and cutting-edge 
deep earning method to improve NER recognition 
that in turn reduces false-positive target-disease 
associations and applied it on the Europe PMC 
open access article set.

Continued Continued
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BHUSHAN BONDE
Head, IT, Early Solutions Innovation Development, UCB
Featured Presentation: AI and Quantum Computing for Drug Discovery
One of the key challenges in the field of computational chemistry is the Energy Minimization, a process which provide accurate arrangement of atoms in a three-dimensional space for a small chemical drug molecule (approx. 30 to 
80 atoms). At the stable form, the net inter-atomic force on each atom is acceptably close to zero and the position on the potential energy surface (PES) is at the lowest energy minimum (local minima) giving us a stable and realistic 

conformation of the compound. In practice, performing a geometry optimization is a highly significant process, optimized structures often correspond to the confirmation of the substance as it is found in nature and the geometry of such a structure 
can be used in a variety of experimental and theoretical investigations such as drug receptor binding simulations, docking and virtual screening against the known compound and finding newer compounds in a drug discovery process. This 
geometry optimization is a mathematical optimization problem which we aim to compare against currently used classical computers, but also using a Quantum Computing algorithm on a Quantum computer. Quantum computing uses a Quantum 
Bits (Qbits) instead of a binary (bits) used in classical computers, each quantum particle spin’s and its state probability is calculated before it is measured, giving the ability to process exponentially more data compared to classical computers. In the 
present work, I will present our experience with use Quantum computing hardware to process well studied chemical fragments and benchmark the energy optimization with classical computer vs Quantum Computers.

Session: Advances in Algorithms, Deep Learning & Quantum Computing

09:00-09:40

PRAKASH RATHI
Senior Data and Analytics Engineer, Early Science, AstraZeneca
ADRIAN ROSSALL
Augmented Drug Design Platform Lead, AstraZeneca
Co-Presentation: Augmented Drug Design Platform

Keeping pace with innovation in AI techniques and data wrangling within the drug discovery domain requires a new way of working in IT. During this presentation we will 
discuss the journey we have taken in the last year to transform our approach, enabling AI to be used across all projects, with an overall aim to shorten drug discovery timelines.

09:40-10:10
10:10-10:40

10:40-11:10 Morning Refreshments / Poster Presentations / Exhibition Time

Applying AI to Imaging & Computer VisionAI for Genomics, Single Cell Analysis, Target Identification & Validation Data Analysis & Informatics for Systems Biology & Proteomics

HEE JUNG KOO
Senior scientist, STANDIGM 
Standigm ASKTM: An Interactive Platform for Novel Target 
Identification Utilizing a Whitebox Deep Learning Model
During this presentation I will discuss the construction of 

heterogeneous graph database for disease target identification ; a deep 
neural network aided by the attention mechanism for better explainability; 
and use cases of customized analysis with an interactive target 
identification platform.

11:10-11:40

JONNY WRAY
Head, Discovery Informatics, e-therapeutics
Early Stage Drug Discovery in Complex Disease via In 
Silico Phenotypic Screening
During this presentation I will discuss the motivations 

and conceptual foundations of applying network biology and analysis to 
develop an in silico phenotypic screening technology; the application of 
the technology to the development, implementation, and validation of a 
small-molecule drug discovery process aimed at tackling complex disease; 
and utilization of the foundational principles, and computational platform, 
to related issues in early stage discovery.

11:10-11:40

11:10-11:40

JÖRG DEGEN
Head, Early Development Informatics, Roche 
AI for Clinical Image Analysis & Informat
ics Solutions 
This presentation will discuss some of the recent advances 

we achieved in addressing complex scientific questions for clinical 
image analysis using machine and deep learning methodologies. The 
presentation will illustrate key challenges and success factors for 
selected use cases and highlight general considerations for developing 
robust and scalable IT solutions for such applications.

4TH PRADI - DRUG DISCOVERY & PRECLINICAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT 1ST PRADI - BIOMARKERS & CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT 

YUGAL SHARMA
Senior Director, Custom Solutions, CAS
Encoding Chemistry for Algorithms: How Scientific Expertise Improves AI Accuracy
Better data is an obvious need for improved AI predictions, but have you considered the role of chemical descriptors? See how better descriptors improve predictions across multiple algorithms. 
This study by Dr. Alpha Lee (University of Cambridge) was peer reviewed and accepted at the Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling.

ALIX LACOSTE
VP, Data Science, Benevolent AI
Machine Learning Model Selection and Evaluation for 
Target Identification
During this presentation I will discuss selecting machine 

learning models for drug target identification; a deep dive into tensor 
factorization and comparison with other models; and how AI and 
analytics tools work hand-in-hand with researchers to make informed 
decisions about novel targets to test in the lab.

11:40-12:10

ANDREW MARTIN
Professor, Bioinformatics and Computational Biology, UCL
Using the abYsis database for drug discovery
•   A description of the abYsis database
•   The importance of antibody numbering schemes

•   Unusual residues and immunogenicity
•   New developments

11:40-12:10

11:40-12:10

MARISA CUNHA
Senior Biomedical Informatics Scientist, Biometrics and 
Information Sciences, AstraZeneca
Visualization of Biomarker Data for Decision Making in 
Clinical Trials

We are observing an exponential increase of data but these are of limited 
value unless insights are extracted and translated into actions. Given 
the complexity of the data analysis from which biomarkers are derived, 
the importance of visualization in reducing complexity and mental 
overload becomes increasingly relevant. In this presentation, I will share 
not only current working practices and challenges involved in creating 
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14:10-14:40

JAMES FIELD
CEO & Founder, LabGenius
Combining Machine Learning, Robotic Automation and 
Synthetic Biology to Accelerate the Discovery of Protein 
Therapeutics

Making a protein therapeutic efficacious, safe, manufacturable, and 
stable, requires extensive optimization. In this talk, I'll describe how 
we're building, EVA - a next-generation molecular engineering platform 
capable of rapidly and intelligently optimizing the biochemical and 
biophysical properties of protein therapeutics. This platform integrates 
several bleeding edge technologies from the fields of synthetic biology, 
robotics and machine learning (ML).

THOMAS WHITEHEAD
Head, Machine Learning, Intellegens
Practical Application of Deep Learning to Imputation of 
Drug Discovery Data
We present a machine learning method, Alchemite, that 

leverages all available experimental data to impute, or 'fill in', missing 
measurements and predict the properties of new virtual compounds.
Unlike conventional machine learning methods, Alchemite can directly 
learn relationships between sparse, noisy experimental data across 
multiple endpoints, typical of those available in drug discovery projects.
Furthermore, Alchemite provides a robust estimate of the confidence 
in each prediction, enabling attention to be focused on only the most 
accurate results. We present a case study in which Alchemite was 
applied, in collaboration with a global pharma company, to a large-
scale proprietary data set to explore a variety of applications, including 
imputation and prediction of compound activities in project contexts, high-
throughput screening results and a diverse range of ADME properties.

14:10-14:40

14:10-14:40

13:10-13:40 Lunch

12:40-13:10

SPEED NETWORKING SESSION
Please join us in the ‘networking area’ for this interactive session. Networking and collaboration is vital in the industry, therefore we have designed this session for you to meet other attendees for a series of 3 
minute speed networking video calls. If there is mutual interest – exchange virtual business cards, and arrange a more formal meeting after the session.

DENNIS CURRAN
Portfolio Lead for Experimental Decisions Group, Dassault Systemes BIOVIA
A Successful Method for Transforming Lab Data into Accessible and Useful Scientific Information
BIOVIA enables you to connect and annotate the structured and unstructured data from your laboratories in a way that increases the benefits and knowledge that you can yield from ELN entries, Data Files, and Reports. The BIOVIA 
ONE Lab solution captures design, procedure, and laboratory equipment data across the Make-Test-Trial continuum so the real world evidence created by scientists is related to experimental hypotheses and process batches of 
material. Creating an RDF graph that relates industry standard ontologies and taxonomies with the work performed in your labs allows intelligent reasoning and data analysis to support program decisions and conclusions. 

13:40-14:10

12:10-12:40

12:10-12:40

LUCY COLWELL
Assistant Professor, University of Cambridge; 
Research Scientist, Google
Machine Learning for Biological Sequence Design.
Prediction of protein functional properties from sequence 

is a central challenge that would allow us to discover new proteins with 
specific functionality. Experimental breakthroughs allow data on the 
relationship between sequence and function to be rapidly acquired that 
can be used to train and validate machine learning models that predict 
protein function directly from sequence. However, the cost and latency 
of wet-lab experiments require methods that find good sequences in 
few experimental rounds, where each round contains large batches of 
sequence designs. In this setting, I will discuss model-based optimization 
approaches that allow us to take advantage of sample inefficient methods 
and find diverse optimal sequence candidates for experimental evaluation.

ZHANA KUNCHEVA
Genetics Data Science Lead, C4X Discovery
A Pattern Recognition Approach to Genetic Data 
Analysis for Drug Target Identification and Patient 
Population Stratification

In this presentation, I will discuss the importance of genetic data in drug 
discovery and introduce conventional genetic analysis methods. This will 
be followed by an introduction to the company's proprietary software 
Taxonomy3 that is a pattern recognition tool for drug target identification 
and has the ability to stratify disease populations into clinically relevant 
sub-groups. The presentation will conclude with a discussion on the 
challenges faced by geneticists and biologists on progressing the unique 
output of Taxonomy3 into drug targets

12:10-12:40

NATALIE PANKOVA
COO, Metadvice
Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain as Enabling 
Technologies for Evidence Gathering and Interfacing 
with Patients

During this presentation I will discuss longitudinal analysis of real-world 
data in the clinical setting using neural networks, cohort stratification and 
improved patient recruitment using AI, and finally interfacing with patients 
through distributed ledger technology consent mechanisms.

Continued

11:40-12:10

11:40-12:10

11:40-12:10

and using biomarker data visualizations for decision making in clinical 
trials but also make some recommendations for the development of 
these visualizations. This work resulted from a collaboration between 
AstraZeneca and the University of Manchester, UK.

Continued

GARETH MORINAN
Chief Scientific Officer, Machine Medicine Technologies
Cato - Real Time Quality Control for Subjective 
Endpoints in Clinical Trials
The development of neurotherapeutics is often reliant 
on subjective end-points, for which quality control is 

a major concern. We present a system, Cato, capable performing 
nearly-real time monitoring of any type of clinical data. Cato utilises 
a combination of multidimensional statistics and sensitivity analyses, 
filtering out high quality data and directing only those data points 
likely to be of low quality for further (manual) review. We present the 
system implemented for motor assessments in Parkinson's patients, 
demonstrating comprehensive and effective quality control with an 
order-of-magnitude cost reduction.
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15:40 Conference Close

15:10-15:40

ASIM SIDDIQUI
VP, Software and Applications, Seer
Efficient and scalable profiling of plasma proteins in 288 
subjects with the Proteograph platform enables robust 
detection of early-stage non-small cell lung cancer and 
classification vs. healthy and co-morbid subjects.

Though early detection of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) greatly 
improves prognosis, we lack useful clinical tests. Plasma proteins have 
the potential to deliver robust panels of biomarkers for early cancer 
detection that may be complimentary to genomics markers. Unfortunately, 
the complex workflows necessary for deep and unbiased interrogation 
of plasma proteins have made robust studies impractical to perform 
efficiently. Here we report the multi-nanoparticle (NP) Proteograph 
platform, which rapidly, reproducibly, deeply, and scalably interrogates 
proteins from biofluids. On average 1,779 proteins were detected from each 
of the 288 subject samples vs. 413 from depleted plasma. The healthy vs 
early NSCLC random classification after depleted plasma protein removal 
achieved an average AUC of 0.91. Our platform enables deep, unbiased 
plasma protein biomarker profiling, which supports the feasibility of 
parallel large-scale complementary studies of proteins and nucleic acids.

SAM SINAI
Co-Founder and Lead ML Scientist, Dyno Therapeutics
Machine-Learning Guided Optimization for Capsid Design
Adeno-associated virus (AAV) capsids can deliver 
transformative gene therapies, however they come with 

several drawbacks that limit their applicability in their current form. 
These include challenges with pre-existing immunity to the virus, as well 
as non-specific tropism towards target tissues which can result in higher 
required doses and increased risk for toxicity. To alleviate these issues, 
we use machine learning in conjunction with high-throughput in-vivo 
assays to design synthetic AAV capsids that are distinct from those 
found in nature, and have increased tropism for tissues of interest. In this 
talk, I provide examples of different challenges that are faced by machine 
learning algorithms in approaching this problem, and examples of how 
they can be solved.

15:10-15:40

SEYED-MAHDI KHALIGH-RAZAVI
CSO, Cognetivity
Early Diagnosis of Alzheimer's Disease with the Artificial 
Intelligence based Integrated Cognitive Assessment
Cognetivity's Integrated Cognitive Assessment (ICA) is an 

AI-based computerized test, aiding accurate diagnosis of mild cognitive 
impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's Disease (AD). I will present the ICA 
test and the latest results in using the ICA for cognitive assessment and 
monitoring in MCI/AD. ICA’s AI engine is able to learn from additional data 
and utilise deep learning, further improving the predictive power of the test.

15:10-15:40
AI for Genomics, Single Cell Analysis, Target Identification & Validation Digital Diagnostics, Wearables, IoT & Clinical Data CollectionData Analysis & Informatics for Systems Biology & Proteomics

14:40-15:10

14:40-15:10

KAMIL TAMIOLA
Founder and CEO, Peptone
AI-Driven Developability of Undruggable Protein Targets
One of the greatest scientific endeavours of our modern 
times is a trial-and-error exploration and characterization 

of the protein ‘universe’. Protein drug design is about finding the right 
combination of amino acid building blocks to give a desired clinical 
outcome. This renders protein engineering extremely complex and prone 
to failure, as it is not technically possible to screen all building block 
combinations in the laboratory setting. The rationale behind early-stage 
failures of high value pharmaceutical proteins, such as antibodies 
and antibody drug conjugates (ADC, with more extensive per-protein 
customizations), intrinsically disordered proteins (considered as un-
druggable) and growth factors is by large encoded in their amino acid 
composition (sequence) and is dictated by physicochemical properties 
in which the protein of interest is studied, e.g. pH, temperature, viscosity, 
ionic strength. At Peptone, we work and develop proprietary methods 
that combine computational biophysics and machine learning to 
rationalise experimental failure and provide the most cost effective 
ways to avoid it. In my talk I will demonstrate a real-life example of an 
un-druggable and difficult to produce protein that was automatically 
engineered by our platform.

14:40-15:10

JEREMY JENKINS
Head, Data Science, Chemical Biology 
& Therapeutics, Novartis 
Phenotypic Drug Discovery: The Convergence of AI, 
Screening, and Profiling 

High-throughput technologies for multiparametric profiling offer 
an unbiased approach to characterizing compounds and genetic 
reagents at scale. Indeed signatures from cellular imaging, well-
based transcriptomics, and multiclass bioactivity models are enabling 
an unprecedented mapping of perturbagens into known and new 
biological spaces. We illustrate how such techniques enable MOA/
target elucidation, and chemotype selection and optimization.

ERIC DURAND
Associate Director, Oncology Data Science, Novartis
Fully Unsupervised Deep Mode of Action Learning for 
Phenotyping High-Content Cellular Images
The identification and discovery of phenotypes from 
high content screening (HCS) images is a challenging 

task. Earlier works use image analysis pipelines to extract biological 
features, supervised training methods or generate features with neural 
networks pretrained on non-cellular images. We introduce a novel fully 
unsupervised deep learning algorithm to cluster cellular images with 
similar Mode-of-Action together using only the images’ pixel intensity 
values as input. The method outperforms existing approaches on the 
labelled subset of the BBBC021 dataset and achieves an accuracy of 
97.09% for correctly classifying the Mode-of-Action (MOA) by nearest 
neighbors matching. One unique aspect of the approach is that it is 
able to perform training on the entire unannotated dataset, to correctly 
cluster similar treatments beyond the annotated subset of the dataset 
and can be used for novel MOA discovery.
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NOOR SHAKER
Founder & CEO, GlamorousAI

Noor is a serial biotech 
entrepreneur with a track record achievements 
in AI having held an Assistant Professorship 
from Aalborg University. Noor has published 
>50 papers cited >2000 times and is an 
inventor on a handful of patents. She is 
passionate about science and on a mission to 
cure cancer with the power of data and AI. Her 
work at GlamorousAI pushes the boundaries 
to what is possible with AI to cure challenging 
diseases. She is MIT innovator under 35 and in 
BBC 100 women for 2019.

ANGELA DOUGLAS
Deputy Chief Scientific Officer, 
Office of the Chief Scientific Officer, 
NHS England

Angela Douglas MBE, is the Deputy Chief 
Scientific Officer for NHS England and NHS 
Improvement. Angela is working across all 
pillars of the UK Government’s National Testing 
Programme, ensuring quality assurance, 
capacity and capability.Angela has previously 
worked in the NHS in Genetics, for almost 
40 years, is a Fellow of the Royal College of 
Pathologists, and an Honorary Fellow of the 
Academy for Healthcare Science. Angela 
previously worked as the Scientific Director 
of the Cheshire and Merseyside Genetics 
Service, at Liverpool Women’s Hospital, for 22 
years, and led the NW Coast GMC delivering 
the 100,000 Genome Project as the Clinical 
Programme Director. In 2012, was nominated 
as President of the British Society for Genetic 
Medicine, having previously been the Chairman 
of the ACC and the ACGS. Angela is a member 
of the Department of Health’s UK Rare Disease 
Advisory Group and completed a term of 
office as Chair of the RCPath Genetics and 
Reproductive Medicine Scientific Advisory 
Committee and was the RCPath Scientific 
Workforce Lead. In 2010, as the NW Lead 
Scientist Angela worked with NHS E, HEE, the 
AHSNs and the AHCS, supporting Healthcare 
Science disciplines, including Genetics and 
Bioinformatics across the NW. In 2014, Angela 
was named in the HSJ as one of UKs top 50 
Inspirational Women Leaders, in 2015 was 
awarded Healthcare Scientist of the Year 
by NHS E, and in 2016 was honoured in 
the Queens 90th Birthday Honours list as a 
Member of the Order of the British Empire for 
Research and Mentoring Students. In 2019, 
was named in the Pathologist 2019 Power List, 
featuring the industries top 100 trailblazers.

OLA ENGKVIST
Associate Director and Team 
Leader, AstraZeneca 

After I completed my PhD in Computational 
Chemistry at the University of Lund and 
postdoctoral research at the University 
of Cambridge and the Czech Academy of 
Sciences, I joined AstraZeneca in 2004. I’m 
currently head of the Discovery Sciences 
MolecularAI team within BioPharmaceuticals 
R&D, leading the development of ML/AI 
solutions for drug design.

CHUANG KEE ONG
Principal Bioinformatics Scientist, 
Associate Director, Centre for 
Genomics Research, AstraZeneca

ChuangKee (CK) is a proven research and 
informatics leader in the life science and 
pharmaceutical industry with solid technical 
leadership and excellent track records in 
informatics projects delivery. In his current 
role as Associate Director, Early Science 
Information Architecture (Bioinformatics) 
AstraZeneca UK Ltd, he provides bioinformatics 
domain leadership to drive the company’s data 
strategy in target identification and preclinical 
space to achieve FAIRification of research data. 
He is also responsible for informatics solutions 
delivery, focusing on the 2 million genomes 
initiative. Previously he worked on projects such 
as Ensembl and OpenTargets. Most recently, 
Data Integration Manager at OpenTargets, a 
pre-competitive collaboration between EBI, 
GSK, Sanger Institute, Takeda et al. There, he is 
responsible for data provision across different 
EBI teams, that supply various datatypes from 
genomic, clinical trial, literature, multi-omics, 
etc. He also led the data integration efforts 
through common disease ontology. Other 
roles he has held previously are Principal 
Scientist, VP at Sime Darby Technology Center, 
Senior Associate Scientist at Eli Lilly and 
Bioinformatics Scientist at Medical Research 
Council in Edinburgh, Scotland.

NAMSHIK HAN
Head, Computational Biology, 
Milner Therapeutics Institute, 
University of Cambridge

Namshik Han is the Head of Computational 
Biology group at the Milner Therapeutics 
Institute in University of Cambridge. He is 
leading the group and has responsibilities to 
develop and deliver the Milner’s computational 
biology and bioinformatics strategy. The main 
aim of the group is to develop and apply 
cutting-edge computational methods, such 
as artificial intelligence and machine learning, 
fulfilling the global mission of identifying new or 
better therapies from the analysis of biological 
data. The current projects within the group 
include (1) identification of new therapeutic 
targets in a variety of diseases, (2) stratification 
of patients to improve personalised medicine, 
(3) prediction of efficacy and safety of new and 
existing drugs and (4) identification of drug (re)
positioning opportunities.

SCOTT KAHN
Chief Information and Privacy 
Officer, Luna PBC

Scott Kahn, PhD. is the Chief Information and 
Privacy Officer at LunaPBC, a private investor-
owned company founded in November 2017. 
The public benefit corporation is chartered to 
drive societal value through the aggregation 
and organization of genomic and health 
data at a scale and diversity rich enough 
to solve today’s greatest health challenges. 
LunaPBC founded LunaDNA, the world’s 
first community-owned health database that 
offers shares of ownership to health data 

contributors. Scott is integrating data privacy 
and security provisions that comply with GDPR 
and HIPAA at LunaDNA. Scott is also on the 
Board of Directors at Rady Children’s Institute 
for Genomic Medicine and was the former 
Chief Information Officer and Vice President 
Commercial, Enterprise Informatics at Illumina.

ALPHA LEE
Winton Advanced Fellow, Group 
Leader and Principal Investigator, 
Department of Physics, University 
of Cambridge

Alpha is the Winton Advanced Fellow (Group 
Leader and Principal Investigator) in 
the Department of Physics, University of 
Cambridge. His research is broadly speaking 
in statistical physics and soft condensed matter, 
with a particular focus on integrating physics, 
statistics and machine learning. Before joining 
Cambridge, he was the George F. Carrier 
Fellow at Harvard University. He earned his 
DPhil (PhD) at the Mathematical Institute, 
University of Oxford. 

GREGORY KOYTIGER
Vice President, Head, AI, 
Cascade.Bio

Dr. Koytiger has over a decade of experience 
and has authored multiple publications at the 
intersection of biology and computation. He 
received his PhD from Harvard University in 
the Department of Chemistry and Chemical 
Biology and performed postdoctoral research 
in Harvard Medical School's Department 
of Systems Biology. He led new algorithm 
development at Immuneering Corporation 
which led to the initiation of multiple drug 
development programs. Currently, he serves as 
Vice President and Head of Machine Learning 
Products at Cascade Bio where he is leading 
development of natural language processing 
algorithms for real world evidence data analysis

ASIF JAN
Group Director, Personalized 
Healthcare (PHC) Data Science, 
Neuroscience Analytics, Roche

Jan is a Group Director in Personalized 
Healthcare (PHC) Data Science at Roche, 
Switzerland, where he leads a multi-disciplinary 
team of scientists specializing in computer 
science, neuroscience, and statistics. The team 
implements a variety of statistical and machine 
learning methods on real-world datasets (e.g. 
Electronic Medical Records, Health Insurance 
Claims, Disease Registries) to fulfill evidence 
and data analysis needs of Neuroscience 
disease area at Roche. Previously, he was Head 
of Data Science at Roche Diagnostics leading 
a team of quantitative scientists supporting 
In-vitro Diagnostics (IVD) and clinical decision 
support (CDS) product development, and 
defined data strategy enabling use of real-
world data in Roche Diagnostics. Earlier he has 
had a number of roles overseeing technology 
strategy development, enterprise and solution 
architecture and program management at 
Roche and in other research organizations. Asif 
has vast experience of building and leading 



data science teams in Pharma, Diagnostics, 
and industrial research institutes, tackling 
complex scientific and business problems. 
He strongly believes that the intersection 
of strategy, technology and data science is 
needed to fight diseases thereby enabling 
better care for everyone. Asif holds a PhD in 
Neuroscience (informatics) from Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology (EPFL) Lausanne, 
Switzerland, MPhil in Computer Science from 
the University of West of England (UWE), 
Bristol, United Kingdom.

ELENI KOTSAMPASAKOU
Computational Toxicology, 
Cheminformatics, GSK

Eleni received her bachelor’s degree in 
Pharmacy (2010) and master’s degree in 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (2012) from 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece. 
She conducted her doctoral studies in 
Pharmacy (2013-2016) in University of Vienna, 
Austria, in the domain of cheminformatics/ 
computational toxicology. Her doctoral 
research was focused on modelling liver 
transporters inhibition and hepatotoxicity 
endpoints. She received her PhD degree in 
December 2016. Shortly after - in March 2017- 
she joined GlaxoSmithKline in UK, as addition 
to the Computational Toxicology group, in 
Data and Computational Sciences division. 
Her current research in GSK mainly focuses on 
off-target pharmacology and hepatotoxicity/
hepatic safety modelling.

ALEX ARONOV
Senior Director and Head 
of Data Science, Vertex 
Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Alex Aronov is Senior Director and Head of 
Data Science at Vertex Pharmaceuticals, a 
function he co-founded in 2017 to address 
data-centric problems across the entire 
business through application of advanced 
analytics and machine learning. Previously, 
Alex led the Discovery Informatics team at 
Vertex, with responsibility for HTS content 
and enrichment, the global chemogenomics 
initiative, as well as the company’s 
toxicogenomics efforts. From 2007 to 2012, 
he led a cross-functional team from lead 
discovery to late preclinical development that 
delivered a novel immuno-oncology candidate 
BVD-723. Alex started his career at Vertex 
as a computer-aided drug design scientist 
in 2001, and was involved in projects across 
a range of therapeutic areas from oncology 
to inflammation, and from rare diseases to 
antivirals. He serves on the Drug Discovery for 
the Nervous System committee at the Center 
for Scientific Review/NIH, and is a board 
member for MIT delta v entrepreneurship 
bootcamp at the MIT Martin Trust Center. 
Alex is an author of over 30 peer-reviewed 
manuscripts, and is an inventor on over 40 
international patent applications. He holds 
a PhD in Chemistry from the University of 
Washington, and completed postdoctoral 
training at the University of California, San 
Francisco School of Pharmacy. He received an 
MBA from MIT Sloan School of Management.

RANGAPRASAD 
SARANGARAJAN
Senior Vice President and Chief 
Scientific Officer, Berg 

Rangaprasad (Ranga) Sarangarajan, Ph.D., 
is the Chief Scientific Officer and SVP 
Clinical and Translational Sciences at BERG. 
He oversees all R&D, strategic planning 
and implementation of workflows for 
effective translation of discoveries through 
pharmaceutical and clinical developmental. He 
is responsible for a robust pipeline of assets 
in multiple disease indications, from validation 
of novel disease specific targets to drug 
discovery/development programs moving into 
IND enabling FIH proof-of concept clinical 
program. Dr. Sarangarajan is an inventor 
and architect of the BERG Interrogative 
Biology® technology; currently focused 
on next generation R&D innovation in the 
integration of artificial intelligence (AI) based 
analytics, bioinformatics and RWD/RWE 
utility for speeding up identification/validation 
of targets, tractability, drug discovery & 
pharmaceutical/clinical development. 
Dr. Sarangarajan has numerous US and 
international patents (granted and pending), 
covering areas of the discovery platform, 
cancer, immunology, inflammation, neurology, 
metabolic diseases, diabetes, obesity and 
associated diagnostics.

PAUL AGAPOW
Director, Health Informatics, 
AstraZeneca

Originally a biochemist and immunologist, 
Paul moved sideways into the developing field 
of computational biology, using it for research 
into infectious disease and translational 
medicine. After stints working at the Health 
Protection Agency (UK) and Imperial College 
London's Data Science Institute, he recently 
moved to the pharmaceutical sector where 
his work focuses on integrating real-world 
and molecular data for better development of 
therapeutics in oncology.

TON VAN DAELEN
Portfolio Lead, Scientific 
Informatics, Dassault 
Systèmes BIOVIA

Ton van Daelen is the Life Sciences Portfolio 
Lead at BIOVIA / Dassault Systèmes. He 
has helped pharmaceutical and biotech 
customers implement cloud solutions to 
address internal and external research 
collaboration challenges. Previously, Ton 
helped grow the Pipeline Pilot product in 
various support and product management 
functions and grow it into one of the 
premier research informatics frameworks in 
biopharma organizations. Today one of Ton’s 
interests is using this framework for building 
solutions that leverage AI and Machine 
Learning for the design of novel therapeutics. 
This helps pharma save significant cost in 
the discovery phase and get new drugs to 
market faster. Ton has a Ph.D. in theoretical 
chemistry from the University of Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands.

SCOTT BEMBENEK
Founder, CEO, CSO, Denovicon 
Therapeutics

Scott Bembenek has a PhD in theoretical 
chemical physics, was a National Research 
Council Fellow and is an expert drug 
discovery scientist with over 18 years in 
industry drug discovery and computational 
chemistry. In that time, he has been a 
key member of the teams that developed 
several clinical candidates; developed a 
computational approach that – within only 
two years – resulted in a clinical candidate for 
oncology (currently entering Phase 2); and 
has been a leader on multiple high-profile 
projects from hit identification to clinical 
candidacy. Currently, he is the Founder and 
CEO of Denovicon Therapeutics, which 
uses their proven computational platform, 
state-of-the-art hardware infrastructure, and 
proprietary AI–molecular modeling algorithm 
to accelerate and improve the development 
of small-molecule therapeutics.

RICHARD LONSDALE
Computational Chemist, GSK

Dr. Richard Lonsdale, PhD is a 
computational chemist working within the 
Molecular Design group at GSK Stevenage. 
His background is in the application 
of molecular simulation methods to 
biological systems, including free energy 
perturbation, molecular dynamics and 
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics. 
Recently, his work has been focussed on 
integrating these physics-based approaches 
with machine learning to drive drug design 
projects. Prior to joining GSK, he held 
postdoctoral positions at AstraZeneca, the 
Max Planck Institute for Coal Research and 
the University of Bristol.

HARSHA 
GURULINGAPPA
Text Analytics Lead, IT Advanced 
Analytics, Merck KGaA

Dr. Harsha Gurulingappa is part of the IT 
Advanced Analytics group at Merck KGaA, 
a leading science and technology company 
in the area of Healthcare, Life Science and 
Performance Materials. He did his PhD in 
the area of biomedical text mining and has 
over 12 years of dedicated experience in this 
field. He is a functional lead and product 
owner for text analytics responsible to 
drive enterprise product strategy, enhance 
technological capabilities incl. workforce and 
enable delivery of key business demands with 
operational readiness.

VLADIMIR ANISIMOV
Principal Data Scientist, 
Amgen UK

Dr Anisimov is working in pharma industry 
since 2002. He is currently Principal Data 
Scientist, Center for Design & Analysis, 
Amgen, based in London, UK. Prior to this, 
he worked for GlaxoSmithKline and Quintiles 
(IQVIA) and at director/senior director roles 
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led the development and implementation of 
the innovative statistical methodologies for 
clinical trials modelling. He had also been 
granted the status of Honorary Professor in 
the School of Mathematics and Statistics, 
University of Glasgow, UK. Prior to switching 
career to pharma industry, he worked as 
university professor and served for 20 years 
as Professor & Head of Applied Statistics 
Department established by himself at Kiev 
National University, Ukraine. Received PhD, 
ScDr degree and diploma of Professor in 
Applied Statistics, published 200 papers and 
several books, supervised 24 PhD theses. 
Led a numerous number of various projects 
and some EU and UK grants. Worldwide 
recognized expert in clinical trial’s modelling.

IBRAHIM EMAM
Biomedical Data Scientist, 
Data Science Institute, Imperial 
College London

Ibrahim Emam is a Research Associate 
at the Data Science Institute where he 
leads the development of research data 
management solutions for DSI’s multiple 
external collaborations in IMI and UK MRC 
sponsored biomedical and translational 
research projects.

MARTIN-IMMANUEL 
BITTNER
CEO, Arctoris Ltd

Martin-Immanuel Bittner MD DPhil is the 
Chief Executive Officer of Arctoris, the 
world's first fully automated drug discovery 
platform that he cofounded in 2016. He 
graduated as a medical doctor from the 
University of Freiburg in Germany, followed 
by his DPhil in Oncology as a Rhodes 
scholar at the University of Oxford. Martin 
has extensive research experience covering 
both clinical trials and preclinical drug 
discovery and is an active member of several 
leading cancer research organisations, 
including EACR, AACR, and ESTRO. In 
recognition of his research achievements, 
he was elected a member of the Young 
Academy of the German National Academy 
of Sciences in 2018.

CHAEMIN LIM
CSO, A2A Pharmaceuticals

Dr. Chaemin Lim has a 
multidisciplinary scientific background with 
over 15 years of experience in academia 
and biopharma drug development 
covering multiple therapeutic areas. She 
is currently the Chief Scientific Officer 
of A2A Pharmaceuticals, a New York-
based private biotech company that uses 
a proprietary computational platform to 
accelerate drug discovery and development. 
She is responsible for overall scientific, 
programmatic, financial oversight of A2A’s 
projects and managing collaborations and 
partnerships. She is an experienced leader of 
integrated teams and committed to bringing 
innovative solutions to the company for 
overcoming multifaced pharmaceutical 

R&D challenges with her broad experience 
in medicinal and computational chemistry 
to accelerate early therapeutic discovery 
to clinical stages. She holds a B.S. in 
Pharmacy from Chosun University, a Ph.D. 
in Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
from Seoul National University and was a 
Research Associate at Research Institute of 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, SNU followed by 
a Postdoc Fellow at University of Pittsburgh 
Chemical Diversity Center (UP-CDC) where 
she contributed to multiple drug discovery 
projects as a member of the NCI’s Chemical 
Biology Consortium (CBC). She has 
authored over 20 peer reviewed publications 
and is an inventor on nine issued patents.

CHATHURI DALUWATTE
Principal Data Scientist, 
Advanced Analytics, Sanofi

Chathuri holds an engineering degree, 
a Master in statistics and an PhD in 
Biomedical engineering. Chathuri has 
expertise in digital and data strategy across 
multiple functional areas in medical devices 
and pharmaceutical industry as well as at 
FDA and has contributed to many paradigm 
changing initiatives. She currently provides 
scientific and technical leadership in 
machine learning and AI at Sanofi.

STEVEN CROSSAN
Vice President, Artificial 
Intelligence, Machine 
Learning, GSK

Steve Crossan joined GSK September 2020 
as VP in AI/ML. Prior to joining GSK, Steve 
was Head of Product at DeepMind for 
Google, with projects including AlphaFold, 
WaveNet and DataCenter optimisation. 
Previous to that, Steve was at Google 
working on Maps, Gmail, and Google Flu 
Trends. Since 2017 Steve has been an 
investor and advisor to a number of early 
stage AI and DeepTech companies, as 
well as starting a non-profit lab focused on 
computational molecular physics.

SHYAMA SAHA
Senior Machine Learning 
Scientist, European Bioinformatics 
Institute (EMBL-EBI)

I am currently working as a senior machine 
learning scientist identifying target-disease 
relationships from the scientific text. I was 
trained as a computer scientist and started 
my career in the domain of biomedical text-
mining and natural language processing. 
I developed interested in Bioinformatics 
research while working at the EMBL-EBI. 
I pursued my PhD in Bioinformatics from 
Queen Mary, the University of London 
under the supervision of Prof. Conrad 
Bessant. My PhD focused mainly on 
developing novel methods for multi-omics 
data analysis and identify the molecular 
basis for human diseases like cancer or 
understand host-virus interaction. I am 
currently interested in applying machine-
learning techniques to infer novel target-

disease or drug-target associations using 
the power of the knowledge graph.

BRANDON ALLGOOD
SVP of Data Science & AI, 
Valo Health

Brandon Allgood, Ph.D is SVP, Data 
Science & AI at Valo Health. Brandon 
previously co-founded Numerate in 2007 
and served as CTO from 2013 until its 
acquisition by Integral Health in 2019. Prior 
to acquisition he helped to make Numerate 
the world leading AI drug design company 
through development of its D4 platform. He 
is an industry leader in the application of AI 
in life science. He has authored scientific 
publications in machine learning, chemistry, 
biology, physics and astronomy and has 
18 years of experience in AI, mathematical 
modeling, and large-scale cloud and 
distributed computing. He is a cofounder 
of the Alliance for AI in Healthcare and 
currently serves as the executive chair. 
Brandon holds a B.S. in Physics from the 
University of Washington, Seattle, and a 
Ph.D. in Computational Physics from the 
University of California, Santa Cruz.

ALEXANDER JARASCH
Head, Data and Knowledge 
Management, German Center 
for Diabetes Research

Dr. Alexander Jarasch is the head of Data 
and Knowledge management department at 
the German Center for Diabetes Research 
(DZD). His team supports scientists from 
basic research and and clinical research 
with IT solutions from data management to 
data analysis. New insights from diabetes 
research and its complications are stored 
in a knowledge graph connecting data from 
basic research, animal models and clinical 
trials. Dr. Jarasch received his PhD in 
structural bioinformatics and biochemistry 
from Ludwig-Maximilians University 
(LMU) in Munich and has a master’s 
degree in bioinformatics from the LMU 
and the Technical University of Munich. He 
completed his postdoctoral trainings on 
behalf of Evonik Industries AG and Roche 
Diagnostics GmbH.

AJAY SHAH
Executive Director and Head, IT, 
Bristol Myers Squibb

Ajay Shah is Executive Director and IT 
Business Partner for IO / Cell Therapy TRC, 
Early Clinical Development and Clinical 
Pharmacology and Pharmacometrics at 
Bristol Myers Squibb (BMS).  Prior to his 
current role, he headed the IT Business 
Partnership function for Translational 
Medicine at BMS.  In the past he headed 
Research Informatics and Research IT 
functions at City of Hope Comprehensive 
Cancer Center.  He has also worked at Elan 
Pharmaceuticals, and Pfizer.  Ajay earned 
his PhD in Chemistry from the University of 
Mississippi and an Executive MBA from the 
University of Arizona. 
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BHUSHAN BONDE
Head, IT, Early Solutions 
Innovation Development, UCB

Dr Bhushan Bonde is the Head of 
Innovation Development at Early 
Solution, IT, UCB. He received PhD 
in Bioinformatics/Systems Biology 
and Mathematical Modelling, with 
an interdisciplinary background of 
Computing, Biology and Mathematical 
Biology from Oxford (2006), 
interdisciplinary M. Tech in Bioprocess 
(down-stream) technology, Chemical Eng. 
(2001) and Bachelor of Pharmacy (1998) 
and had been working across Industry, 
University and Government Research 
Institutes with 20+ years of experience 
in Drug Discovery, Bioinformatics and 
Computational Biology and Modelling.

PRAKASH RATHI
Senior Data and Analytics 
Engineer, Early Science, 
AstraZeneca

Prakash Rathi, Senior Data and Analytics 
Engineer, Augmented Drug Design 
platform, AstraZeneca. Prakash finished 
his PhD in computational biotechnology 
from University of Dusseldorf in 2014. He 
then worked at Astex Pharmaceuticals, 
Cambridge, UK as a postdoc and scientific 
software developer. Since Dec 2019, 
Prakash is technical lead for AI/ML 
workstream within the Augmented drug 
design platform at AstraZeneca. He has 
over ten years of experience of developing 
scientific software and machine leaning 
models for drug design.

ADRIAN ROSSALL
Augmented Drug Design 
Platform Lead, AstraZeneca

Adrian Rossall is the IT platform lead for 
the Augmented Drug Design platform at 
AstraZeneca. Previously he has worked 
across Life Science, Consumer Packaged 
Goods and the Oil and Gas industries in a 
number of roles such as Lead Consultant, 
Architect and Software/Data/Automation 
Engineer. He is focuses on driving value 
for science by changing the way we 
deliver IT, building a highly adaptable 
platform way of working in drug discovery 
IT at AstraZeneca. 

YUGAL SHARMA
Senior Director, Custom 
Solutions, CAS

Dr. Sharma has over 15 years of experience 
in applying and managing data science 
and machine learning approaches 
to solving complex problems in the 
healthcare space. Yugal was a scientist 
for the National Institutes of Health (NIH), 
focusing on developing early disease 
detection algorithms. Since NIH, Yugal 
helped found a technology startup, 
followed by a business consulting startup. 
More recently, he applied his background 

as a government consultant focusing on 
analytics strategy for NIH and FDA clients. 
He has published several scientific articles, 
as well co-authoring a book chapter on 
the mining of Electronic Health Records to 
detect disease signals. He is currently the 
Sr. Director of Solutions for CAS Services 
which engineers customized approaches 
for your unique scientific information 
challenges – from AI/ ML initiatives, to 
faster workflows, and novel approaches 
to unlock value out of your scientific data. 
Yugal received his PhD in Biophysics 
from University of Cincinnati, where he 
graduated with honors.

HEE JUNG KOO
Senior scientist, STANDIGM

As a Senior Scientist of 
Standigm Inc., Hee Jung Koo, PhD is 
focusing on the conceptual design, 
application and validation of AI-based 
novel target identification models at 
the biology domain in order to enhance 
and accelerate drug discovery. Prior to 
Standigm, Hee Jung was leading a variety 
of systems biology projects including 
multidimensional transcriptome analysis 
of aging program using diverse model 
organisms at the Center for plant aging 
research of Institute of Basic Science. 
She received a PhD in Systems biology 
from Pohang University of Science and 
Technology(POSTECH), applying systems 
biology technologies for biological 
interpretation of omics data.

JONNY WRAY
Head, Discovery 
Informatics, e-therapeutics

Jonny Wray is Head of Discovery 
Informatics at e-therapeutics where he 
has been responsible for the conceptual 
development of their network driven drug 
discovery approach, and the design and 
implementation of the software platform 
embodying that approach. Jonny has 
over 30 years’ experience in developing 
and applying computational approaches 
to complex biological problems, both in 
academia and the drug discovery industry.

JÖRG DEGEN
Head, Early Development 
Informatics, Roche

ALIX LACOSTE
VP, Data Science, 
Benevolent AI

Alix Lacoste, PhD, is the Vice President 
of Data Science at BenevolentAI, an AI 
healthcare company that is transforming 
the way medicines are discovered, 
designed and developed. Today, scientists 
can’t possibly process, contextualize, 
and make sense of the vast amount of 
research and biomedical data that is being 
generated at an ever-increasing pace. 
Alix leads a team that develops analytical, 

visual and machine learning tools for 
finding new ways to treat diseases and 
evaluate AI-assisted drug discovery. 
Previously at IBM Watson Health, Alix 
led AI-assisted research projects with 
academic and pharma partners. This led 
to a breakthrough when her work enabled 
the Barrow Neurological Institute to 
identify five new proteins that are altered 
in patients suffering from amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis. For a disease with no 
effective treatment and a mean survival 
time of only 5 years, these findings open 
the door to new therapies. Alix holds a 
PhD in Molecular and Cellular Biology 
from Harvard University and has received 
several awards from institutes such as the 
National Science Foundation.

ANDREW MARTIN
Professor, Bioinformatics 
and Computational 
Biology, UCL

Andrew C.R. Martin obtained his first 
degree in Biochemistry for the University 
of Oxford where he also did his D.Phil. 
with Anthony R. Rees on modelling 
antibody combining sites. After a 
brief stint at NIMR, he became self-
employed and helped Oxford Molecular 
with commercialization of software 
developed during his D.Phil. as well as 
doing scientific software development 
independently and for the National Grid 
company. He then worked at the DKfz 
in Heidelberg before joining UCL as a 
post doc with Prof Dame Janet Thornton. 
He was then a temporary lecturer at 
UCL seconded to a spin-out company, 
Inpharmatica as technical director. He 
moved to The University of Reading 
as a Lecturer in Bioinformatics before 
returning to UCL in 2004. His research 
interests focus on predicting the effects 
of mutations on protein structure, 
function and disease, and on antibodies 
- particularly designing tools to help 
with the design of antibody-based drugs. 
He has acted as an expert witness in a 
number of high-profile patent disputes 
related to antibodies and bioinformatics, 
and is an expert adviser to the WHO INN 
committee on the naming and annotation 
of antibody-based drugs.

MARISA CUNHA
Senior Biomedical 
Informatics Scientist, B
iometrics and Information 
Sciences, AstraZeneca

Marisa has been nearly 5 years with 
AstraZeneca supporting projects across 
different therapeutic areas relevant for 
the company. Currently, she is working at 
the early computational oncology team, 
which aims to accelerate the Oncology 
R&D portfolio by delivering proactive, 
data-driven, actionable insights through 
the application of computational science. 
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ZHANA KUNCHEVA
Genetics Data Science 
Lead, C4X Discovery

Dr Kuncheva is currently working as 
a Genetics Data Science Lead at C4X 
discovery overlooking the mathematical, 
scientific and technical aspects of 
Taxonomy3. Before this, Dr Kuncheva 
completed her PhD in Statistics at Imperial 
College London with a focus on modelling 
complex genomic and neuroscience 
networks. She also has experience with 
neuroscience data as she spent her 
MSc year at the University of Warwick 
researching the topic.

LUCY COLWELL
Assistant Professor, University 
of Cambridge; Research 
Scientist, Google

Lucy Colwell is a researcher in the applied 
science group at Google and a faculty 
member in chemistry at the University of 
Cambridge. Her primary research interests 
are in the application of machine learning 
approaches to better understand the 
relationship between the sequence and 
function of biological macromolecules. 
With collaborators Lucy showed that 
graphical models built from aligned protein 
sequences can be used to predict protein 
tertiary structure and functional attributes. 
Her current work asks how machine 
learning models can be applied to optimize 
biological sequences, to enable the 
discovery of new proteins and therapeutics.

GARETH MORINAN
Chief Scientific Officer, Machine 
Medicine Technologies

Gareth Morinan is the Chief Scientific 
Officer of Machine Medicine Technologies, 
a MedTech start-up that is applying the 
power of computational statistics to solve 
problems in the healthcare sector, with 
particular interests in both movement 
disorder and central monitoring of clinical 
trials. Gareth holds a BSc & MSc in 
statistics and operational research from 
the University of Warwick. Previously 
he worked in central government 
as an operational research analyst, 
providing analytical decision support 
to policy makers. He also spent time as 
a management consultant, developing 
global forecasts of technology markets for 
multinational tech companies. In his spare 
time, he writes articles about data science 
topics and projects.

DENNIS CURRAN
Portfolio Lead for Experimental 
Decisions Group, Dassault 
Systemes BIOVIA

Dennis Curran is the Portfolio Lead of 
the Experimental Decisions Group for 
Dassault Systemes BIOVIA and is focused 
on the integration of BIOVIA products into 
customer solutions for scientific research 

and development. The areas of product 
responsibilities include BIOVIA Laboratory 
Solutions and mapping the product 
transition to 3DEXPERIENCE. Mr. Curran 
has direct pharmaceutical experience 
while running the robotics laboratories 
for Parke-Davis’s Analytical Development 
department in New Jersey.

THOMAS WHITEHEAD
Head, Machine Learning, 
Intellegens

Tom is Head of Machine Learning at 
Intellegens, a deep learning spin-out 
from the University of Cambridge that 
specialises in handling sparse and noisy 
experimental data. Tom joined Intellegens 
from his PhD in theoretical physics at 
the University of Cambridge, and is now 
leading the application of Intellegens' 
novel deep learning approaches to a 
wide variety of industrial applications.
Tom is interested in developing machine 
learning approaches to solve previously 
intractable problems, in drug discovery 
and elsewhere.

JAMES FIELD
CEO & Founder, LabGenius

James is CEO and Founder 
of LabGenius - a venture-backed deep 
tech company using machine learning 
to discover new protein therapeutics. 
James completed his EPSRC-funded 
PhD at Imperial College London where 
he developed a platform for targeted 
drug delivery using re-engineered 
protein nanocages. Prior to his PhD, 
James completed a BSc in Biology with 
Microbiology and an MRes in Systems 
and Synthetic Biology, at Imperial College 
London. In 2017, James was awarded 
the BBSRC Innovator of the Year award 
for early career impact. In 2018, James 
was featured on Forbes' 30 Under 30 
list for Science & Healthcare. James is 
also a fellow of the prestigious Synthetic 
Biology Leadership Excellence Accelerator 
Program (LEAP).

NATALIE PANKOVA
COO, Metadvice

Natalie Pankova is the Chief 
Operating Officer at Metadvice, a digital 
health startup building AI-driven clinical 
decision software to enable doctors to 
combine the avalanche of newly available 
medical information into their clinical 
practice, while enabling patients to retain 
access rights to data using distributed 
ledger technology (DLT). Dr Pankova 
holds a PhD from the Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Toronto and has worked as a 
scientist and executive in pharma, biotech 
and healthtech companies. She was 
previously Chief Operating Officer building 
a global blockchain-based genomics data 
sharing platform for advancing precision 
medicine, has led healthcare efforts at 
the Government Blockchain Association 

in the UK. She participates in pharma 
and healthcare technology initiatives 
such as those within the Pharmaceutical 
Users Exchange Group (PhUSE), All-
Party Parliamentary Groups at the UK 
Parliament, and the British Standards 
Institute. She is currently on the Editorial 
Board of Frontiers in Blockchain Journal, 
and on the World Health Organization’s 
roster of expert advisors on digital health.

JEREMY JENKINS
Head, Data Science, Chemical Biology & 
Therapeutics, Novartis

Jeremy L Jenkins is Head Data Science 
in Chemical Biology & Therapeutics at 
the Novartis Institutes for BioMedical 
Research (NIBR). He is leading a global 
team of data scientists collaborating 
on early preclinical discovery projects 
and technologies with diverse expertise 
in computational biology, genetics, 
cheminformatics, imaging, structural 
biology, and machine learning. Jeremy 
joined Novartis as a postdoc (2003), 
following a Harvard Medical School 
postdoc, and PhD in Molecular Genetics 
from The Ohio State University.

KAMIL TAMIOLA
Founder and CEO, Peptone

I am Founder of Peptone - The 
Protein Intelligence Company, where we 
develop AI that reduces the complexity 
of protein engineering and combinatorial 
mutagenesis for scalable therapeutics 
production. My areas of direct scientific 
expertise include Non-linear Modelling, 
Molecular Dynamics, and Solution 
State NMR Spectroscopy and Quantum 
Chemistry of Intrinsically Disordered 
Proteins involved in Parkinson's and 
Alzheimer's. Besides the scientific 
curriculum, I was involved in TEDx 
lectures, televised show by Discovery 
Channel and multimedia productions 
for Facebook, Apple, G-Technology, 
Jeep, Fujitsu Corporation and National 
Geographic Society.

ERIC DURAND
Associate Director, Oncology 
Data Science, Novartis

Eric obtained his PhD from the Grenoble 
Institute of Technology, France, where 
he developed Bayesian statistics 
methods for population genetics. Then, 
he undertook postdoctoral studies at UC 
Berkeley, CA, during which he contributed 
to the analysis of the first draft of the 
Neanderthal and Denisovan genomes. 
He moved to 23andMe, inc. in 2011 where 
he developed Ancestry Composition 
that became the most comprehensive 
ancestry inference product available to 
the public. He joined the Novartis Institute 
of Biomedical Research in 2015, working 
on deep learning approaches to better 
characterize drug response in oncology. 
Since 2019, he leads the Basel oncology 
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EUROFINS DISCOVERY.
DEEP RESOURCES FOR SUCCESS.

Introducing DiscoveryOne
Integrated Drug Discovery Services

Work with a single partner focused on the successful delivery of your preclinical 
candidate with Eurofins Discovery’s DiscoveryOne™ platform, a comprehensive 
solution for drug discovery from Chemistry through Biology. Leverage the 
industry’s broadest assay portfolio of over 7,500 assays, along with skilled 
chemists and DMPK specialists focused on providing high quality molecules 
designed to increase success in clinical development.

Dig deep into your options at  
eurofinsdiscoveryservices.com

INTEGRATING DISCOVERY  
EXCELLENCE

data science group, which collaborates 
with researchers and clinicians across the 
entire drug development cycle, from target 
identification to late stage clinical trials. 

ASIM SIDDIQUI
VP, Software and 
Applications, Seer

Asim Siddiqui is Vice President of Software 
and Applications and brings over 20 
years of experience in bioinformatics and 
software engineering to Seer. Prior to 
Seer, he was Chief Technology Officer at 
NuMedii responsible for the company’s 
AI drug discovery platform. Prior to that, 
he served as Vice President of Product 
Development at Natera where he built drove 
Natera’s NIPT diagnostic cloud strategy 
and critical initiatives. Prior to Natera, Asim 

led bioinformatics methods and software 
for next generation sequencing including 
as Director of Bioinformatics at Life 
Technologies, where he was awarded the 
Life Technology Inventor Award. Asim has 
authored over 30 peer-reviewed publications 
include articles in Science and Nature. He 
holds a doctorate in Bioinformatics from 
Oxford University, and a degree in Physics 
from Cambridge University.

SAM SINAI
Co-Founder and Lead ML 
Scientist, Dyno Therapeutics

Dr. Sam Sinai is a co-founder and lead 
machine learning scientist at Dyno 
Therapeutics. He received his PhD under 
George Church and Martin Nowak at 
Harvard, where he used mathematics 

and machine learning to develop models 
of biological systems. In particular, he 
developed the underpinnings of Dyno’s 
machine learning strategy for AAV capsid 
design in collaboration with Dr. Eric Kelsic, 
and has co-authored multiple papers on 
the subject. He previously obtained his 
B.S. and M.Eng. in computer science at 
MIT with focus on A.I.

SEYED-MAHDI 
KHALIGH-RAZAVI
CSO, Cognetivity

Seyed-Mahdi Khaligh-Razavi is an 
entrepreneur, Cofounder and Chief Science 
Officer at Cognetivity Ltd. He has a PhD 
in Cognitive Sciences from Cambridge 
University; and has been a researcher at 
MIT, Computer Science and AI Department.
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6TH DIGITAL PATHOLOGY 
& AI CONGRESS: USA
19-20 November 2020
Start 08:50 EST / -05:00 UTC 

7TH MICROBIOME & PROBIOTICS R&D & 
BUSINESS COLLABORATION FORUM: EU
30 November-1 December 2020
Start 08:15 GMT, UTC 

7TH DIGITAL PATHOLOGY 
& AI CONGRESS: EU
3-4 December 2020
Start 08:50 GMT, UTC

We host events globally throughout the year. For the full listing, visit: www.global-engage.com
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